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1. INTRODUCTION 

The NJL model has been very intensively investigated during the last 15 years 
[1-4] and it appears to be one of the most frequently used tools to investigate finite 
temperature effects in the low energy QCD [5). In particular, it has been used in 
order to estimate signals from the chiral symmetry restoration transition expected 
to occur in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In these applications there arises the 
problem of unphysical quark-antiquark pair production thresholds appearing due to 
the absence of quark confinement in the standard NJL model. Different methods for 
a solution of this problem have been proposed [6-10). The approach via nonpertur
bative solution of Dyson-Schwinger Equations (DSE) of QCD has been successfully 
generalized to finite temperatures and densities [ll) and allows a discussion of the 
deconfinement transition under extreme conditions met in heavy ion collisions or in 
the interior of neutron stars. The investigation of observable consequences of this 
transition within the DSE approach is in progress. 

In this short note we consider an extension of the standard NJL model where 
the confinement is introduced by excluding the infrared domain from quark loop 
integrals, which has been suggested by [10]. For this purpose, we introduce be
sides the usual ultraviolet cut-off A connected with the scale, where spontaneous 
chiral symmetry breaking occurs, an infrared cut-off µ below which the long range 
effects of the quark confinement phenomenon do.minate. However, we will suggest 
in the present paper a choice for the cut-off µ, that stili preserves the low-energy 
theorems for scalar and pseudoscalar mesons and describes spontaneous chiral sym
metry breaking while restricting the quark propagation to the domain of momenta 
µ :::; lkl ::; A and thus excluding the decay of low mass mesons in qq pairs, see Fig. l. 
At the end of the paper, we estimate a basic low-energy process such as the sigma 
meson decay. Here the self-consistent choice of the infrared cutoff µ = c • m(T) 
(c = canst) is suggested which is motivated from the Lattice-QCD result that chiral 
symmetry restoration and deconfinement at finite temperature occur at the same 
temperature. 

2. SU(2)x SU(2) LAGRANGIAN, GAP EQUATION AND CHIRAL MASS 
FORMULAE 

Let us consider an SU(2) xSU(2) NJL model defined by the Lagrangian 

Cq = q(iip - m
0 )q + i [(qq) 2 + (qi15 iq) 2

] . (1) 

After bosonization of the 4-fermion model (1) one obtains the equivalent represen
tation in terms of one scalar ( O') and three pseudoscalar ( ir) mesons 

(}'2 + ir2 . { 1 . - - } 
£meson = - 20 - zTrln 1 + ilj _ m [O' + !")'5T · rr] (2) 
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Here, the scalar fields O' and o- are connected by the relation 

-m0 +a= -m+(J' ., (3) 

where m0 is the current quark mass, mis the constituent quark mass and the vacuum 
expectation of O' vanishes, (O')o = 0. Then, from the condition · 

ul =0 
00' u=O,ii'=O • 

the gap equation is obtained1l 

m0 = m(l - 8GI}µA)(m)) 

= mG( 2,_ - 8I}0 A\m)) 
G 

. · · (1 - 8GI}0 Al(m)) 
=m 

(1 - 8GJ}0 µ)(m)) 

~ m + 2G(qq)o , 

(4} 

(5) 

where (qq)0 is the quark condensate (see Eq. (15)) a~d I}ab\m) is obtained from 
the q~~dratically divergent integral 

. N ~k 
I1(m) = -i (27l'c)4 / m2 _ k2 - ic: (6) 

by applying a 3-dimensional UV cut-off regularization (b = A) and placing an IR 
cut-off ( a = µ) in order to model confinement [10) 

(µA) - c - cm 2 2 N A k2 N 2 IA/m 
/ 1 (m) -. (27!') 2 l dk E(k) - 87!'2 [xv9'+1- ln(x + v9'+1)] µ/m , (7) 

where E(k) = ✓k2 + m2 and Ne is the number of colors. 
We give also the expression for the logarithmic divergent integral I2 (p, m) 

N · ~k 
I2(p2, m) = -i (27!')4 j (m2 - k2 '- i'c)(m2 - (k - p)2 - ic)) 

Ne A k2 
~ 211'2 l dk E(4E2 - p2 + ic:) . (8) 

1 Here G fa defined by the relation 1/G - SII°µ) = 1/G (see also eq. (12)). The IR cut-off 
in the [ 1 integral is thereby absorbed by the renormalization of the coupling constant G. 

• Ob\tlliu:is,iHD r.u:n.tyt 1· 
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We shall considerµ= c · m, where 0.5 :Sc :S 1, thus connecting the IR cut-off with 
the quark condensate (m ~ -2G(qq)0 ) 2l. Then, for the pion momentum p2 = M; 
we can neglect p2 in Eq. (8) and obtain for h(0, m) the expression 

N . ,~ 
/2(0, m) = 

8
71"~ [In(x + ✓x2 + 1) - (1 + l/x2t 112J 

µ/m 

(9) 

Now let us consider the quadratic pion part of the Lagrangian (2) in the one-quark
loop approximation (see Fig. 2) 3) 

➔2 1 
.c~2) = - ~ {o - 8I!OA)(m) - 4p2 I2(l, m)} (10) 

After renormalization of the pion fields 

➔ - ➔ - r.41 (0 )J-1!2 
71" - 91r11" , 91r - r 2 ,m · , ( 11) 

we obtain the following expression for the pion mass: 

1 2 0 M; = g;[G - 8l!OA)(m}] = go: (1- 8GI!Oµ)(m)). (12) 

Here, we use the gap equation (5). We can see that this pion mass formula is in ac
cordance with the Goldstone theorem since for m 0 = 0 the mass of the pion vanishes 
and it is the Goldstone boson of the (spontaneously broken) chiral symmetry. 

For the a meson mass in the one-loop approximation (see Fig. 2) we obtain 

M; = g; [b- 8l!OA)(m)] + 4m2 ' (13) 

where g;2 = 4/2(M;,m). From Eq. (8) we can see that this constant has an 
imaginary part ifµ = 0 since M; > 4m2

• Therefore, in the quark loop with a legs 
(Fig. 2) the appearance of free quarks is possible. 

In the next section, we describe a simple method that avoids unphysical quark 
production thresholds in quark loop <liagrams. 

2The value of c is defined by the condition of th~ absence of ijq thresholds in the scalar 
and vector meson decay channels (see below). 

3The expression in the brackets can be written in the form 1/G + II1r(P), where II1r(P) is 
the polarization operator of the pion. 
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3. QUARK CONFINEMENT BY INFRARED (IR) CUT-OFF AND 
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS 

In the standard NJL model (µ = 0) the conventional input parameters, which 
are known from phenomenology, are the pion decay constant f" = (92.4 ± 0.3) MeV 
[1:2], the pion mass M" =' 140 MeV and the quark condensate -(ijq)~ = (250MeV)3

• 

Then, from the Goldberger-Treiman relation 
771 • ' 

g,r=-' 
frr 

the relation for the quark condensate 

(qq)o = -4mI!µA)(m) , 

(14) 

(15) 

and the pion mass formula: (12), we find the model parameters A,' G and m 4l. 
Representative sets of parameter values are given in Table I depending on the choice 
of the quark condensate value -and the IR cut-off µ. The a-meson mass is given by 

(see Eq. (13)) 
2 

M2 = g,, M2 + 411? 
a 1. rr 

9,r 
( 16) 

and the polarization operator of the a-meson (see Fig. 2) has not an imaginary part 

if the threshold condition 

M,, < 2/m2 +µ 2 ( 17) 

is fulfilled. Here, we observe that according to Ref. [10] the introduction of an 
infrared cut-off on the quark momentum in loop integrals can prevent the occurrence 
of an unphysical threshold for the meson decay into free ( deconfined) quarks. In 
the present work, we show that the choice µ/m = c ~ 0.5 leads t~ a removal 
of poles in the polarization operators of all mesons with masses in the interval 
0 ::::; Mmeson :S 0.805 GeV. On the other hand, we conserve the low-energy theorems 
and the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry (see Eqs. (5) and (12)). 

· Concluding this section, we give the condition for the mes~n masses at which 
the integral Ii( M2, m) has not the imaginary part ( confinement: condition) 

Mmeson < 2m✓l + c2 
• (18) 

For c = 0.5 and l(qq)0 \113 = 250 MeV (see Table I) we obtain m = 360 MeV, 
mo·= 5.3 MeV, A= 690 MeV, M,, = 727 MeV, g,, = 2.74, g" = 3.9. This result 
satisfies the condition (18) Mm~son < 805 MeV. Therefore, this model is suitable 
for the description of the low-lying mesons 71", a, w, p as bound states of quarks with 
prohibited decay into qq although all of these mesons except the pion are heavier 
than a free quark pair. 

4The current quark mass m0 is defined from the gap equation (5). 
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4. DECAY OF THE u- MESON 

The decay CT --+ 271" goes through the quark triangle diagram, see Fig. 3. This 
diagram also satisfies the confinement condition if we use the IR cut-off µ = c · m 
(0.5 $ c $ 1). The amplitude of the process CT --+ 271" consists of two parts: the 
divergent part Ti and the convergent part T2 

Ti= 8mgug;I2(M;,m)CTif2 (19) 

T2 = Smgug;.:l(Mu, M1r, m)CTif2 (20) 

where 

:T(Mu, M1r,m) = -i
2
(;;)4 (M; - 2M;)l3(p1,p2,m). (21) 

With the approximation that 

d4k 
l3(pi,P2,m) = J (k2 _ m2)((k + pi)2 _ m2)((k- p2)2 _ m2) 

J d4k .371"2 lA k2 
~ (k2 - m2)3 = -i2 µ dk £5 

2 [ 2 2 ] = -i2:2 (1 + :2 )-3/2 - (1 + :2 )-3/2 ' (22) 

the decay width is obtained to be (µ = 0.5m) 

. _2._(m3)2{1-0.31)2 ✓ 2 2~ GV 
f u➔21r - f 2 M2 M,, - 4M" ~ l e • 

271" 9u ,r u 

The CT- meson mass and the decay width are in agreement with the experimental 
data [12-14] 

M;xp = (400 - 1200) MeV, r;xp = (600 - 1000) MeV. (23) 

From this example we can conclude that the NJL model with the IR-cutoffµ = 0.5m 
satisfies both of the low energy theorems together with spontaneous breaking of the 
chiral symmetry and describes the low-energy physics of scalar and pseudoscalar 
mesons. Similar results can be obtained for other values ofµ and (if.q)0 {see Table . 
I). 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this work it has been shown that the introduction of an IR cut-off in the NJL 
model removes unphysical qu_ark production thresholds from quark loop diagrams 
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and in this sense confines quarks. On the other hand, the dynamical chiral symmetry 
breaking phenomenon as well as the basic low-energy theorems remain intact. 

In Fig. 1, we have shown the meson-meson coupling· as a quark loop diagram 
with three domains in the x- space: 
l) Iii < r ~ 1/ A, where the UV cut-off A is the scale of spontaneous breaking of 
chiral symmetry. This is the region of asymptotic freedom where the quarks have 
their current masses m 0

• 

2) Iii > R ~ 1/µ, which is the region of.quark confinement where only hadronic 
·states can propagate. 
:j) r $ Jil $ R, the domain where the interactions of quarks inside the quark loops 
take place. Here, we have spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and constituent 
quarks. 

In the standard NJ L .model only a UV cut-off is used in order to remove the UV 
divergencies due to the local four-point interaction of quarks. Bince IR divergencies 
are absent in the standard NJL model, no IR cut-off has been introduced. However, 
as hasbeen shown in the present paper, the introduction of such a cut-off.can remove 
unphysical quark production thresholds of the non-confining standard NJL model 
and, by a proper choice of the scale of this cut-off from the dynamical quark mass 
(condensate) which is melted at finite temperature, the quark deconfinement and 
possible observable phenomena associated with this transition due to the appearance 
of the (now physical) decay channels into (quasi-) free quarks can be studied. As an 
example, we have introduced µ = 0.5m and consider the width of the sigma-meson, 
which is dominated at low temperatures by the CT ➔ . 271" decay channel, which 
closes at temperatures T > TJ"") when Mu < 2M". For still higher temperatures 
T > Tjifq), when Mu >. 2✓m2 + µ 2 , the CT- meson width is given by the decay 
channel into (quasi-) free quarks. We plan to fulfill these investigations in our 
further work. 

Possible consequences of this behaviour for experimental investigations of the 
chiral phase transition in heavy ion collisions have been drawn from such a particu
lar behaviour of the CT- meson by considering the annihilation of pions (quarks) in the 
two-photon channel [15,16] and in the dilepton channel [l 7] within the standard NJL 
model. A more systematic study of the possible observable effects asso-ciated with 
quark deconfinement can be performed in applying the present model to studies of, 
e:g., the 71"71" {and ijq) scattering in the fi- meson channel which is important for ex
plaining the low-mass dilepton enhancement observed by the CERES collaboration 
[18]. 

In conclusion we would like to point out that the present paper is only a first 
and simplest version of the NJL model with the IR confinement. In our next work 
we are going to define a less ambiguous condition for the IR cut-off parameterµ and 
to con_sider also strange and excited mesons. 
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TABLES 

µ/m l(iJq)ll/3 77:[GeV] A[GeV] mo {MeV] G [Gev- 2] . r (GeV] Mu (GeV] 
. fGeVi 

0 0.250 0.304 0.659 5.26 9.54 - -
·,· 

0.255 0.284 . 0.690 4.96 8.42 - -

" 0.260 .• 0.270. 0.719 4.68 i55 - -

0.265 0.259 0.748 4.42 6.84 - -

0.270 0.250 ·0.111 4.18 6.23 - -

0.275 ., '0.242 0.806 3.96 5.72 - -

· 0.280 0.235 0.835 3.75 5.27 - -

0.285 -0.229 0.864 3.56 4.87 - -
. 0;290 0.224 0.893 3.38 4.52 - -

0.295 0.219 · 0.92'2 3.21 4.20 - ·-

· 0.300 . 0.215 0.952 3.05 3.92 - -
0.5 0.250 0.360 0.639 5.28 10.98 · · . 1.16 0.727 

0.255 0.3i5 0.676 4.97 9.15 0.73 0.638 
0.260 0.292 0.707 '4.68 8.03 0.57 0.593 
0.265 0.276. 0.737 4.42 7.19 0.47 0.561 
0.270 0.263 0.767 4.18 6.51 0.40 0.538 

· 0.275 0.253 0.796 3.96 5.94 0.36 0.518 
0.280 0.245 · 0.825 3.75 5A5 0.32 0.502 
0.285 0.238 0.854 3.56 5.03 0.29 0.488 
0.290 0.232 0.884 '3.38 4.65 0.26 0.476 
0.295 0.226 · 0.913 3.21 4.32 0.24 0.466 
0.300 0.221 0.943 3.06 4.02 0.23 0.456 

1 . 0.285 0.315 0.809 3.57 6.07 0.59 0.641 
0.290 0.291 0.840 3.39 5.46 0.47 0.594 
0.295 0.275 0.871 3.22 4.98 0.39 0.564 
0.300 0.263 0.901 3.06 4.57 0.34 0.540 

TABLE I. Parameter sets for the NJL model with different values of the IR cut-offµ 
and the phenomenological quark condensate. • 
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FIGURES 

(j 

FIG. 1. Two scales relevant for the quark propagation in the low energy QCD vacuum. 

1t 1t 

cr cr 

FIG. 2. One-loop diagram for the polarization operator of the pion and the sigma 
meson, resp. 

k 
O'(p) 

FIG. 3. Quark loop diagram for the decay O' ---t 2ir. 
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Emn11Ke L{. H .np. E2-98-227 
Mo.nenh HHJI 6e3 qq-noporoB 

PaccMoTpetta pacmupettttrui MO,neJih HaM6y-lfotta-JlaJ11HHO (HI1JI) .nm1 nenrnx 
Me3OHOB, B KOTOpoii: He!pHJlfqecKlle nopom pO)KJ:leHml KBapKOB llCKJIIOqaJOTCH TIYTeM 
BBe.neHlfjj llH!ppaKpacttoro o6pe3aHHH B llHTerpanax no HMTIYJihC.Thf. 3TH llHTerpa
Jlhl BO3HIIKaIOT B MO,neJIH npll BhlqHcJieHHH OJ:IHOTieTJieBbIX KBapKOBhIX J:IHarpaMM, 
OTIHChIBaIOru;HX B3aHMOJ:leHCTBHH Me3OHOB. ITpeJ:1JiaraeMllil KBapKOBllil MO,neJih He Ha
pymaeT HII3KO3ttepreT0qecK0e TeopeMhI. l1ttcppaKpacttoe 06pe3am1e onpe.nenHeTcH 
KOHCTHTyeHTHOH MaCCOH KBapKa (KBapKOBblM KOHJ:lettcaTOM). L{attbl oueHKH MaCCbl 
H illHpHHhl pacna.na CHThfa-Me3OHa. 

Pa6orn Bhmonttetta B Jla6oparnp0u TeopeTHqecKoii cptt3HKH HM. H.H.Eoro1110-
60Ba 0115111. 

IlpenpllHT 061.eJlHHeHHOro HHCTHTYTa ll)leptthlX HCCJJe)lOBaHHii. )ly6na, 1998 

Blaschke D. et al. E2-98-227 
NJL Model without qq Thresholds 

We consider an extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model for the light 
mesons, in which unphysical quark production thresholds are excluded 
by an infrared cut-off on the momentum integration within quark loop diagrams'. 
This chiral quark model conserves the low energy theorems. The infrared cut-off 
is fixed by the dynamically generated quark mass (quark condensate). The sigma 
meson mass and its decay width are estimated in the model. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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